
     SOLUTION
Social Q&A from TurnTo provides Clarins with a way to deliver fast 
answers to their shopper questions as well as promote conversation 
within their community so that they can gain new insights.

To help get the personalized in-store experience online, the Q&A function 
replicates the experience of a shopper walking into a store and asking a 
fellow shopper or brand consultant, “Do you like this?” or “Will this work 
for my dry skin?”  By providing this functionality on their site, Clarins 
enables shoppers to find answers to their specific questions from past 
customers who bought the product, and at the same time, Clarins staff 
members have the ability to engage directly with shoppers by answering 
their questions.

“Social Q&A from TurnTo gets honest and legitimate answers to very 
specific questions from our shoppers, so the information is extremely 
relevant,” comments Han.

In addition to the questions that shoppers ask during the shopping 
process, Clarins also asks a question – but at checkout.  With TurnTo’s 
Checkout Chatter, Clarins shoppers are asked 'Why did you choose this?'  
By asking this simple question, Clarins is able to collect short, positive 
sentiments from customers, which means more user-generated content 
for their site that is indexable for search engines, and more insights for 
the brand. 
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Clarins Replicates In-store Experience 
for Online Shopping with TurnTo  
     CHALLENGE
Clarins, a leading luxury skin care 
company, was wrestling with two 
challenges; one philosophical and 
one practical.

First, Clarins was looking for ways 
to continue founder Jacques 
Courtin-Clarins’ philosophy of 
“develop a dialog with women” 
in the digital context.  Back in the 
1950's, Jacques executed this 
philosophy by inserting product 
questionnaires into every product 
sold (avant-garde for the time).  
Online, the team felt there was 
an opportunity to go much further.

Second, Clarins was trying to 
figure out how to provide as much 
product information to online 
shoppers as a sales associate could 
provide to shoppers in a store.  
Although the online product 
descriptions contain a lot of 
information, when a visitor to 
their ecommerce site needed 
more, there was no way to deliver 
it that was as friendly and 
interactive as the in-store 
experience.

Clarins realized that the solution 
to both these challenges lay in 
enabling dialog.  “We wanted a 
way to not only provide our 
shoppers with the specific 
information they were seeking, 
but also engage them with our 
existing community of customers,” 
says Han Wen, VP of Digital & 
E-Commerce Americas for Clarins.



®
Social Q&A for your online store

To learn more about how you can achieve results like this 
call us at 800.491.7876 or email us at contact@turnto.com.

About TurnTo:
TurnTo provides the leading Social Q&A system for online merchants and brands, enabling 
shoppers to get advice directly from stores’ real customers (as well as staff and brand reps). 
By enabling authentic dialog between shoppers and customers right on the product pages, 
TurnTo increases conversion rates, generates fresh content for SEO, builds customer loyalty, 
and reduces call center load. The TurnTo Social Q&A Platform is a white-labeled SaaS product 
that can be integrated in as little as a day. Top online sellers including Brown Shoe 
(Shoes.com), L’Oreal USA, the Vitamin Shoppe, and Lenovo, have chosen TurnTo to convert 
visitors into buyers. More information about TurnTo is available at www.turntonetworks.com.

     RESULTS
TurnTo’s Social Q&A is providing the Clarins 
shoppers with the individualized answers they 
seek: 96% of shoppers who ask a social question 
about a popular item get an answer from another 
Clarins customer (a social answer).    All that 
content is great for SEO.  It also enables future 
shoppers with the same question to find answers 
instantly.  Every aspect of the cycle drives increased 
revenue:

•  Shoppers who read existing Q&A convert three 
    times as often as those who don’t

•  Past customers who come back to the site to 
    answer shopper questions are twice as likely to 
    make a repeat purchase

•  Clarins gets six pieces of user-generated content 
    for every 100 items sold; great for their SEO

•  On average, social questions receive four 
    answers from past customers, leading the asker 
    back to the site to complete their purchase. 

Further, Checkout Chatter adds to the amount of 
indexable content and also serves as internal 
intelligence gathering (what drove this purchase?) 
by Clarins.  Han says, “Checkout Chatter is brilliant.  
It’s like a post-purchase survey, only better.” Clarins 
even sends the relevant user-generated content they 
collect with TurnTo to their labs in France for product 
improvement.  

By facilitating a true digital dialog within their 
community, Clarins strongly believes that TurnTo 
has moved Jacques Courtin-Clarins’ philosophy into 
the 21st century.  
 

“Checkout Chatter is brilliant.”


